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Aberrant connectivity of large-scale brain networks has been observed among individuals 

with alcohol use disorders (AUDs) as well as in those at risk, suggesting deficits in neural 

communication between brain regions in the liability to develop AUD. Electroencephalographical 

(EEG) coherence, which measures the degree of synchrony between brain regions, may be a 

useful measure of connectivity patterns in neural networks for studying the genetics of AUD. 

In 8,810 individuals (6,644 of European and 2,166 of African ancestry) from the Collaborative 

Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA), we performed a Multi-Trait Analyses of Genome

Wide Association Studies (MTAG) on parietal resting-state theta (3-7 Hz) EEG coherence, which 

previously have been associated with AUD. We also examined developmental effects of GWAS 

findings on trajectories of neural connectivity in a longitudinal subsample of 2,316 adolescent/

young adult offspring from COGA families (ages 12-30) and examined the functional and clinical 

significance of GWAS variants. Six correlated single nucleotide polymorphisms located in a brain

expressed lincRNA (ENSG00000266213) on chromosome 18q23 were associated with posterior 

interhemispheric low theta EEG coherence (3-5 Hz). These same variants were also associated 

with alcohol use behavior and posterior corpus callosum volume, both in a subset of COGA and in 

the UK Biobank. Analyses in the subsample of COGA offspring indicated that the association 

of rs12954372 with low theta EEG coherence occurred only in females, most prominently 

between ages 25-30 (p<2x10−9). Converging data provide support for the role of genetic variants 

on chromosome 18q23 in regulating neural connectivity and alcohol use behavior, potentially 

via dysregulated myelination. While findings were less robust, genome-wide associations were 

also observed with rs151174000 and parieto-frontal low theta coherence, rs14429078 and parieto

occipital interhemispheric high theta coherence, and rs116445911 with centro-parietal low theta 

coherence. These novel genetic findings highlight the utility of the endophenotype approach in 

enhancing our understanding of mechanisms underlying addiction susceptibility.

Keywords
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Consumption

Introduction

Differences in the connectivity of large scale brain networks (“the connectome”) have 

been observed among individuals with neuropsychiatric disorders, including alcohol 

use disorders1 (AUD). While the development of MRI-based resting-state functional 

connectivity has profoundly improved our understanding of the spatial organization of 

human brain connectivity, it does not provide the real-time temporal resolution required to 

observe neural activity on the order of milliseconds at which neural communication for most 

relevant sensory, motor and cognitive phenomena in the brain occur that is provided by EEG 

functional connectivity2. One measure of EEG functional connectivity is EEG coherence, 

which measures the degree of synchrony in oscillatory activity between two brain regions, 

where increased coherence indicates functional integration between these brain regions and 

decreased coherence reflects unrelated neural activity3,4. EEG coherence provides detailed 

frequency specific measures of neural connectivity, enabled by the millisecond sampling 

rate of EEG recording. An advantage of EEG connectivity is the ability to assess local and 
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distal connectivity patterns as a function of frequency band, as aspects of neural function and 

connectivity patterns between brain regions are specific to EEG frequency2 . EEG coherence 

is a notable measure of functional connectivity that has been studied extensively3,4. 

Further, EEG coherence phenotypes are highly heritable5 and have demonstrated important 

utility in genetic studies of neuropsychiatric disorders, including AUD6,7. For example, 

highly significant linkage and association for theta coherence at parietal-occipital leads 

were found8,9 in the same GABRA2 variants associated with AD10. Given its exquisite 

temporal resolution, EEG coherence is a promising neural endophenotype, which alongside 

clinical and fMRI data, with its powerful spatial resolution, can aid in the discovery of 

novel genetic variants for neuropsychiatric disorders and further our understanding of 

neural and molecular mechanisms of AUD. Despite the promise of EEG coherence as 

an endophenotype for AUD or other neuropsychiatric disorders, we know of no prior 

GWAS (Genome-Wide Association Study) of resting state EEG coherence, and only a single 

previous GWAS of theta inter-trial phase coherence during the P300 window conducted by 

Malone and colleagues, which identified a region on chromosome 2 (~TEKT4)11. Previous 

GWAS have examined other EEG measures, including EEG power and P300 amplitude12,13. 

Our group also conducted an earlier GWAS of event-related theta oscillations during the 

P300 response, which indicated important variants in KCNJ614; however this result was 

not confirmed in Malone et al11 with a closely related phenotype. In 2018, Smit et al.15 

performed the largest GWAS to date of resting-state EEG oscillatory power across a range 

of frequencies and identified novel variants in chromosome 3p21.1 for alpha EEG power. 

In addition, GABRA2 significantly affected beta power, consistent with the known relation 

between GABAA interneuron activity and beta oscillations16. More recently, a GWAS 

of resting-state beta EEG power conducted in individuals of African ancestry implicated 

variants on chromosome 3q267.

EEG coherence is a function of thalamocortical and cortico-cortical synchronization, 

involving both short axonal connections of neighboring pyramidal cells, and long axonal 

propagation via intracortical association pathways (i.e., inter- and intra-cortical pathways4). 

EEG coherence is known to change dynamically across the lifespan, with some studies 

showing normative increases in childhood17, adolescence18 and early adulthood19 and 

decreases in later adulthood20. Since these measures are well suited for detecting relatively 

subtle structural brain abnormalities, coherence has been particularly useful in the study 

of normal brain development, learning disorders, and neuropsychiatric disorders such as 

AUD21. Differences in resting state interhemispheric coherence have been observed in 

individuals with AUD when compared to unaffected individuals across most frequency 

bands, with findings most prominent in parietally coupled theta (3-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 

Hz), and beta (13-28 Hz) bands5. In a subsample of the Collaborative Study on the 

Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA), individuals with DSM-IV alcohol dependence (AD) 

manifested increased resting EEG interhemispheric theta coherence8,9, indicating altered 

cortico-cortical functional connectivity. Recent work22 identified resting state theta EEG 

coherence networks that were correlated with resting state executive control networks 

detected with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in prior AD studies; this 

demonstrates that there is a correspondence between resting state fMRI connectivity and 

resting-state EEG activity. When compared to light drinkers, individuals with AUD have 
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reduced cortical grey matter23,24 and white matter volumes, and reduced myelination25,26. In 

addition, individuals with AUD have a smaller corpus callosum25,27, and show disruptions 

of the integrity of white matter tracts in the corpus callosum on the micro-structural level28, 

possibly via disruptions in myelination29. Taken together, these findings suggest corpus 

callosal interhemispheric connections may be disturbed in AUD.

To determine if genetic variants associated with theta EEG coherence would point to 

genetic factors important for AUD, we conducted a multi-trait GWAS of eight measures 

of parietal theta EEG coherence in 8,810 individuals from the Collaborative Study on the 

Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA). We aimed to characterize these genetic findings with 

respect to alcohol use behavior (maximum drinks in a 24-hour period and DSM-5 symptom 

count) and related aspects of brain structure and function shown to be aberrant in AUD 

(using MRI and EEG data) both in a subset of COGA subjects as well as in replication 

samples (UK Biobank MRI subsample30 and Psychiatric Genomics Consortium-Substance 

Use Disorder31). In addition, we also examine differential expression of implicated genetic 

variants in various brain regions in individuals in the general population. Because of prior 

evidence indicating that the effects of genetic variants on neural oscillations may differ 

throughout development32, we examined developmental effects of the most significant theta 

EEG coherence GWAS findings on EEG coherence throughout adolescence and young 

adulthood in a subset of individuals followed longitudinally, including the assessment of 

gender differences in these associations.

SAMPLE & METHODS

The sample included alcohol dependent (AD) probands and their family members recruited 

and assessed through seven participating COGA sites, as well as a community sample 

assessed without regards to their AD status, as described previously30. Experimental 

protocols were approved by each site's institutional review board, and informed consent 

was obtained from all participants. Participants were administered the Semi-Structured 

Assessment for the Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA), a poly-diagnostic interview33 that 

assesses DSM-IV psychiatric disorders, including AD. Individuals below age 18 were 

administered an adolescent SSAGA. The analytic sample consisted of all participants 

assessed by the SSAGA with EEG coherence and GWAS data available: 8,810 individuals 

(6,644 of European ancestry and 2,166 of African ancestry) residing in the United States. 

Demographic characteristics of the full sample (all individuals with genotypic data) and 

the analytic sample (all individuals with genotypic data and EEG data) are comparable 

(Supplemental Table 1). 26.3% of the analytic sample met criteria for DSM-IV AD.

EEG Recording & Processing has been detailed previously19. Briefly, resting (eyes-closed) 

EEG was recorded for 4.25 min (256 seconds) at a rate of 256 samples/second; the entire 

time-series was analyzed by Fourier transform methods. EEG procedures were identical at 

all collection sites. This study examined eight EEG inter- and intra- hemispheric parietally 

coupled coherence phenotypes (depicted in Supplemental Figure 5; namely, theta (low theta: 

3-5 Hz and high theta: 5-7 Hz) between interhemispheric parietal-occipital bipolar pairs (P3

O1—P4-O2), neighboring interhemispheric centro-parietal (C4-P3—C3-P3) bipolar pairs, 

and right and left intrahemispheric fronto-parietal (P8-P4—F8-F4, P7-P3—F7-F3) bipolar 
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pairs. Because of differences in low (3-5 Hz) and high (5-7 Hz) theta bands suggested 

in this study (correlations ranging from 0.60-0.80), and by previous work in COGA34 

and other studies 35-37, we examined low and high theta bands separately to reduce 

phenotypic heterogeneity. Data on the full or combined theta band (3-7 Hz) is presented in 

Supplemental Materials. Use of bipolar electrode pairs effectively results in a low resolution 

spatial filter that reduces volume conduction effects38. Further details regarding the EEG 

coherence data processing has been detailed previously5 and is provided in the Supplemental 

Material (EEG Coherence Recording & Data Reduction).

Genotyping, Imputation and Quality Control.

Genotyping of 3,654 individuals of AA and 7,382 individuals of EA was performed using 

the Illumina 2.5M array (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), the Illumina OmniExpress39, 

the Illumina 1M array, or the Affymetrix Smokescreen array40. SNPs with a genotyping 

rate <98%, or that violated Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p<10−6), or with minor allele 

frequency (MAF) less than 3% were excluded from analyses. Mendelian inconsistencies 

were removed38, after which data were imputed to 1000 genomes (EUR and AFR, Phase 3, 

b37, October 2014; build hg19) using SHAPEIT41 and IMPUTE242. Following imputation, 

genotype probabilities ≥ 0.90 were changed to genotypes. Mendelian errors in the imputed 

SNPs were reviewed and resolved as described previously7,43. SNPs with an imputation 

information score < 0.30 or MAF < 0.03 were excluded from subsequent analysis. Further 

details are in Supplemental Information.

Statistical analysis.

Genetic analysis was conducted in GWAF (Genome-Wide Association analyses with 

Family)41 on 6,832,792 SNPs using a linear mixed model (LMM) incorporating a genetic 

relationship matrix to control for the relatedness in the family sample41-42. Principal 

components (PCs) derived from GWAS data were used to assign ancestry in the genotyped 

sample, and families were classified as European ancestry (EA) or African ancestry (AA) 

according to the ancestry of the greatest proportion of family members. Analyses were 

conducted separately in the families of AA and EA, using identical phenotypic definitions, 

covariates, SNP QC standards, MAF thresholds and imputation protocols. Subsequently, 

MTAG44 (multi- trait analyses of GWAS) was run to include summary statistics from 

all eight theta EEG coherences phenotypes, both low and high theta for the four pairs 

described in the EEG Recording & Processing section. MTAG is a multi-trait approach 

that leverages the common genetic information across multiple correlated traits to boost the 

power of each individual trait44. MTAG is also powerful at disentangling spurious sources 

of genetic correlation, such as due to overlapping samples, using Linkage Disequilibrium 

Score Regression45. Meta-analysis across the EA and AA samples was performed using 

inverse-variance weighting and genomic control in METAL46. Sex and log-transformed age 

(at the time of EEG recording) were included as covariates in the model, as each of these 

variables were associated with theta EEG (p<0.001).

The first three PCs (PC1-PC3) computed from SNPRelate42 and genotype array, birth 

cohort (prior to 1930, 1930-1949, 1950-1969, and 1970 and after) were also included as 

covariates to reduce the risk of false-positives owing to population stratification. Established 
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thresholds for genomewide significance (p< 5 x 10−8) were used. Genome-wide Complex 

Trait Analysis (GCTA)47 was used to determine SNP heritability of parietal coupled theta 

EEG coherences in the analytic sample. We performed MAGMA48 competitive gene-set 

analyses using the summary statistics from the GWAS of theta EEG coherence using FUMA 

v1.2.8 (Functional Mapping and Annotation of Genome-Wide Association Studies). The 

Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx v649) database was used to obtain gene expression 

levels in 10 brain tissues. In addition, we examined the most significantly associated variant 

for low theta EEG using HUGIn (Hi-C Unifying Genomic Interrogator50), assessing DNA

DNA interactions which can localize a GWAS finding to a specific gene that may be nearby 

or hundreds of kb away using data generated by Schmitt et al.51 Search parameters included 

the two available brain tissues (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and hippocampus) in neural 

progenitor and embryonic stem cell lines.

Alcohol Consumption and Problems.

We asked whether variants that met genome-wide significance with theta EEG coherences 

were also associated with alcohol use behavior in the larger COGA sample in which GWAS 

AUD data were available (even if EEG was not; 8,038 EA individuals and 3,654 AA 

individuals). Measures included maximum number of drinks consumed in a 24-hour period 

(maxdrinks) and DSM-5 AUD criterion count (0-11) over the lifetime. See Supplemental 

Table 1 for analytic sample details.

Next, we examined if genome-wide significant variants were associated with alcohol drinker 

status (never, previous, current) and alcohol intake frequency (average units of wine, beer, 

and spirits per week) in the UK Biobank, the largest GWAS of alcohol consumption 

published to date30 (N: 337,000 population-based individuals of European ancestry from 

a volunteer cohort in the UK aged 40-69 years old30). We also examined if GWAS variants 

were associated with AD in the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium’s meta-analysis of DSM

IV AD31, the largest GWAS of alcohol use disorder conducted to date (N: 14,904 AD cases 

and 37,944 controls from 28 studies; European, N: 46,568; African; N: 6,280).

We examined association of genome-wide significant SNPs with longitudinal trajectories 

of theta EEG coherence in adolescent and young adult offspring ages 12-31 from COGA 

families (N: 2,316, EA: 1,265, AA: 1,051). Association trajectory modeling was carried out 

as described previously32. Briefly, a local linear regression model was fitted to the data, 

with additive effects of the genome-wide significant SNP as the predictor and low theta 

EEG coherence measure as the outcome. Additional covariates included sex, family history 

of AUD, 3 ancestral PCs, and sex × genotype interaction. Additionally, a sensitivity model 

was examined, in which we controlled for the participant’s maximum number of drinks 

consumed in a typical week over the last 12 months.

Post-Hoc Analyses

In both a subset of the UK Biobank (N: 3,722), and in 60 representative participants 

from COGA’s adolescent and young adult offspring on whom MRI data were available52 

(Supplemental Table 1), we examined if genome-wide significant regions were also 

associated with posterior corpus callosum volume. Genetic association with posterior corpus 
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callosum volume was tested using linear regression, adjusted for gender, age, total brain 

volume, PCs 1-3, and genotype array.

P-values were adjusted using the Pnorm procedure53, which accounts for both the 

LD structure of the SNPs and the sampling of relatives. Pnorm uses the multivariate 

normal distribution approximation to evaluate the significance of each test adjusting for 

simultaneous testing. Given differences in patterns of LD, different thresholds for EA and 

AA populations were established. In all subsequent analyses, a Bonferroni test-correction 

was utilized.

RESULTS

GWAS of Theta EEG Coherence

A meta-analysis of the COGA EA and AA revealed six SNPs in high LD (pair-wise 

r2>0.9 and 0.7, D’>0.9 and 0.8 in EAs and AAs respectively) were associated with low 

theta EEG coherence at p<5x10−8 (Table 1, Figure 1, Supplemental Figure 1, q-q plot 

in Supplemental Figure 6). They are located in AC107892 (ENSG00000266213) a long 

intergenic non-coding RNA (lincRNA) on 18q23 (Chr 18, 75894847-75900263, hg38). The 

most significant SNP was rs12954372 (Meta-analyzed p = 9.15E-09; EA p: 1.51x10−5 

and AA p: 1.04x10−5; Supplemental Figure 1). The minor allele (A) was associated with 

increased posterior interhemispheric low theta EEG coherence (Meta-analyzed Z-score: 

5.75). rs12954372 was also associated with other highly correlated (r2>0.70) posterior

related coherence measures (Supplemental Table 2) in COGA families, including high theta 

(5-7 Hz) and the full theta band (3-7 Hz), but these findings did not reach genome-wide 

significance.

Genome-wide SNPs included five non-coding RNA exonic variants, one variant downstream 

of lincRNA AC107892 (ENSG00000266213) and one intergenic variant. In the GTEX data, 

AC107892 is expressed at low levels across brain tissue, particularly in the substantia nigra 

(Supplemental Figure 3). In the HUGIn database, interaction of rs12954372 was observed 

with LINC01029 in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex tissue (p<0.01) and SALL3 (p<0.001) in 

hippocampus tissue (Supplemental Figure 4), SALL3 in neural progenitor cells (p<0.00001), 

and ATP9B and MBP in embryonic stem cells (p<0.00001). HaploReg V4.1 indicated 

that rs12954372 alters regulatory motifs in some cell types, including H1 and H9 derived 

neuronal progenitor cells, in the ROADMAP Epigenomics data.

Genome-wide associations were also observed with rs151174000 and parieto-frontal 

(P8-P4--F8-F4) low theta coherence (meta-analyzed p = 3.26E-08), rs144290781 with 

parieto-occipital (P3-O1--P4-O2) interhemispheric high theta coherence (meta-analyzed p 

= 3.15E-08), and rs116445911 with centro-parietal (C4-P4--C3-P3) low theta coherence 

(meta-analyzed p = 4.82E-08). While several additional SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium 

with rs116445911 were also implicated at subthreshold levels in centro-parietal low theta 

coherence GWAS (Supplemental Table 3) for both rs144290781 and rs151174000, only a 

single variant was implicated, suggesting that these associations may be spurious.
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MAGMA identified no individual gene that was significantly associated with low theta 

coherences, although subthreshold (<5x10−4) associations were observed with: EPS8L3, 
HAAO, BCHE, ASF1A, MCM9, and CDH.

Alcohol Use Behavior

In the analytic sample, individuals with increased parietal-occipital theta EEG coherences 

had an increased number of maxdrinks (B: 2.03, p=0.03) and individuals with increased 

parietal-frontal low theta EEG coherence had a decreased number of maxdrinks (Beta= 

2.11, p=0.03) and were less likely to meet criteria for DSM-5 AUD (B: 3.52, p<0.001). 

All six variants associated with parieto-occipital low theta (3-5 Hz) EEG coherence showed 

nominal positive associations with maxdrinks and DSM-5 AUD symptom count in both 

EA and AA COGA samples (Table 2) and with alcohol drinker status and alcohol intake 

frequency in the UK Biobank (Table 3). [Note, this excludes rs8088204 which was not 

assessed in the UK Biobank.] Given the high LD observed among these six SNPs, p-values 

were adjusted for the number of tests (1.2 for EAs and 2.1 for AAs) as estimated using the 

pnorm procedure53 and four alcohol phenotypes examined. Associations of rs12965943 and 

rs8088204 survived multiple test-correction (0.05/# of independent tests x four phenotypes= 

0.021 for EAs and 0.012 for AAs) for both maxdrinks and DSM-5 AUD symptom 

count, and only among AA participants. Associations of rs12957925 and rs12457297 with 

maxdrinks among AA participants also survived a multiple test correction. All six SNPs 

were significantly (i.e., p<0.0001) associated with alcohol drinker status and alcohol intake 

frequency in the UK Biobank (Table 3), and withstood a multiple test correction; the 

minor allele was associated with increased AUD risk. None of the SNPs were significantly 

associated with DSM-IV AD in the PGC (Table 3).

Post-Hoc Analyses

We examined association of rs12954372 with developmental trajectories of low theta 

EEG coherence in a longitudinal subsample of the discovery sample, including 2,316 

adolescent/young adult offspring from COGA families. Significant effects of rs12954372 

were driven by associations among females after age 18 (Supplemental Figure 2); the most 

significant p-value was observed for the association of rs12954372 and low theta P3-O1—

P4-O2 coherence among females between ages 25-30 (2x10−9). Results from the sensitivity 

analysis, in which we controlled for the participant’s maximum number of drinks consumed 

in a typical week over the last 12 months, remained largely unchanged.

An association of rs12954372 with posterior corpus callosum volume measured via MRI 

was found in the UK Biobank sample (N = 3,722, B: 0.03; p: 0.042); the same association 

was found in a subset of young adult offspring from COGA families in COGA’s prospective 

study on whom MRI data was available (N = 60, B: 0.34; p: 0.038, Figure 2). In the MRI 

subsample of COGA’s prospective study, posterior interhemispheric low theta coherence 

was associated with increased maxdrinks (N:50, B:0.51, p<0.0001), but not DSM-IV AD 

(N= 49, B: 0.12, p: 0.415) or posterior corpus callosum volume (N: 49, B: 0.18, p: 0.230).
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DISCUSSION

Although previous studies have reported differences in EEG coherence among individuals 

diagnosed with AD and related neuropsychiatric conditions, no comprehensive genomic 

studies have been published prior to this first GWAS of EEG connectivity. We report a 

genome-wide significant signal in a 5.4 kb intergenic region on chromosome 18q23. The 

most significant SNP, rs12954372, located in a brain-expressed lincRNA AC107892 was 

positively associated with not only low theta (3-5 Hz) EEG coherence, but also with alcohol 

use behaviors (e.g., maxdrinks), and corpus callosum volume in the COGA sample, and with 

alcohol intake frequency and corpus callosum volume in an independent sample.

18q23, Neural Connectivity, and Neurocognitive Dysfunction

While little is known about the function of AC107892, it was previously associated with 

schizophrenia54 and educational attainment55, and is expressed throughout the substantia 

nigra (Supplemental Figure 3). There are also several syndromes and disorders associated 

with structural variation in this region of potentially relevance to neural connectivity; e.g., 

18q23 deletion syndrome is characterized by diverse neurological and psychiatric features, 

including developmental delays, epilepsy, and autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Relatedly, 

there several structural variations (e.g., deletions) observed in this region among individuals 

with ASD56 and distal 18q deletion syndrome which is commonly characterized by impaired 

myelin production, neurological problems, delayed development, learning disabilities, 

seizures, hyperactivity, mood disorders and features of ASD that impair communication 

and social interaction. LincRNAs are emerging as key transcriptional and post-translational 

regulators that have been shown to be important for normal development and in disease 

pathophysiology57, including in psychiatric58 and substance-abuse disorders59. Recent 

studies show their involvement in cis-regulation of neighboring genes58 and regulation of 

gene expression60, with highest expression in brain.

Supplemental figure 4 graphically illustrates the known genes located further upstream and 

downstream of the 18q23 GWAS signal found to interact (via HUGIn50) with rs12954372; 

including LINC01029 and SALL3 throughout different brain tissues, and ATP9B and 

MBP in embryonic stem cells. LINC01029 was recently associated with schizophrenia 

and nicotine dependence61, SALL3 with digit length ratio62 and modestly with AUD in 

the Genetic Analysis Workshop 14 dataset63 (includes a subset of COGA), ATP9B with 

prostate cancer64 and frontotemporal lobar degeneration65, and NFATC1 with Crohn’s 

and Inflammatory Bowel disease66, and creatinine levels67. While little is known about 

the function of most of these genes, much is known regarding MBP (Myelin Basic 

Protein) and its important role in neural connectivity. Myelin increases efficient neural 

signal transmission throughout the brain, and it is thought to contribute to the enhanced 

brain-regional connectivity, processing speed, and related cognitive function throughout 

the lifespan68. Subtle abnormalities of myelination can lead to persistent cortical network 

dysfunction68, which may provide one potential link to dysfunction in neurocognitive and 

psychiatric phenotypes.

As noted above, GABRA2 has been linked to resting-state beta oscillatory power in both 

an earlier iteration of the COGA study16, as well as in independent samples15. We note that 
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GABRA2 SNPs were nominally associated with low theta coherence (p<0.05) in the current 

study, however this p-value did not withstand multiple test correction.

While findings were less robust, genome-wide associations were also observed among 

intergenic chromosome 18 variant rs151174000 with parieto-frontal low theta coherence, 

chromosome 1 variant rs14429078 with parieto-occipital interhemispheric high theta 

coherence, and chromosome 4 variant rs116445911 with centro-parietal low theta 

coherence. While not much is known about these variants, rs116445911 is associated 

with the expression of SLC9B1 in brain69, and SLC9B1 has been associated with 

schizophrenia70, another neuropsychiatric disorder characterized by dysregulated neural 

connectivity71. As noted above, only a single variant was implicated for both rs144290781 

and rs151174000, suggesting that these associations may be spurious.

18q23, Neural Connectivity and Alcohol Use/Disorders

In COGA, individuals with increased parietal-occipital theta EEG coherence had an 

increased number of maxdrinks. There was evidence of association between several variants 

meeting genome-wide criteria for low theta (3-5 Hz) parietal-occipital theta EEG coherence 

with maxdrinks and AUD severity (p<0.05 in EAs and p<0.01 in AAs), suggesting a 

potential role for low theta EEG coherence variants in alcohol use behavior in the COGA 

sample, particularly among participants of African ancestry. Further, all six SNPs meeting 

genome-wide criteria for low parietal-occipital theta EEG coherence in COGA were also 

associated with alcohol use and intake frequency in the UK Biobank, a population of 

European ancestry. Taken together, these data suggest a role of 18q23 in alcohol use 

behavior, however whether this also extends to alcohol use disorder (DSM-IV or DSM-5) is 

less clear. We also note that previous work from our group implicated high theta coherence 

as most significant for alcohol dependence in a sample of non-COGA participants as 

well as for significant genetic association in a COGA sample of linkage families, densely 

affected with alcohol dependence9, whereas the current study’s findings focus on genetic 

associations with low theta (3-5 Hz) coherence with alcohol use behavior. As noted above, 

while low and high theta are highly correlated, there is evidence of distinctions between the 

two sub-frequency bands. While both the prior and current genetic samples were derived 

from COGA, the current analytic sample differs from the previous analytic sample in several 

important ways that may impact the association of low and high theta with alcohol use 

behavior. For example, the previous genetic study was limited to participants of European 

ancestry, and had larger proportions of males, older individuals, and subjects more severely 

affected with AUD. The current sample also includes participants of African ancestry, more 

females and younger individuals, and those less severely affected with AUD. Given research 

indicating that ancestry72, sex73, age74,75 and disorder severity76 each introduce important 

heterogeneity in genetic association findings of complex traits, as well as in the EEG 

parameters themselves77-80, it is highly plausible that findings based on these three samples 

will differ.

18q23 and Corpus Callosum Volume

Interestingly, variants in 18q23 were also associated with posterior corpus callosum volume 

in the UK Biobank and among subjects from COGA who were also assessed with MRI. This 
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suggests that 18q23 may contribute to variability in interhemispheric connectivity between 

the posterior right and left hemispheres of the brain, although the current study does not 

provide evidence of the direct relation of EEG coherence and corpus callosum measures 

(possibly due to the small MRI sample size). Chronic alcohol use is toxic to specific areas 

in the brain, including the corpus callosum, and impacts myelination throughout the brain81. 

More specifically, reductions in corpus callosum volume and microstructural degradations29 

have been observed among individuals with AUD. Further, a significant loss of axonal 

and myelin proteins, and lower white matter integrity following chronic alcohol exposure 

has also been observed in the corpus callosum82,83. Diffusion tensor imaging studies of 

white-matter abnormalities in alcoholics highlight a disruption of myelin microstructure in 

prefrontal areas and the corpus callosum52 that appears distinct from callosal atrophy seen 

with Alzheimer’s disease29. In its most severe form, chronic alcohol abuse can lead to 

Marchiafava-Bignami disease, a neurologic disorder with corpus callosum demyelination84. 

The commissural fibers of the corpus callosum play a dominant role in the maintenance 

of interhemispheric connectivity, which was assessed in our study by EEG coherence. 

Although further evidence is needed to support the link between corpus callosum measures 

and EEG coherence, these findings may suggest that the variability in interhemispheric 

connectivity in AUD results from a specific loss of interhemispheric commissural fibers 

that enable communication between the cerebral hemispheres projecting through the corpus 

callosum. Given the intriguing associations among variants in 18q23, EEG coherences and 

AUD, large, comprehensive in-depth studies, are needed to evaluate the associations of EEG 

coherences, structural brain imaging phenotypes, and neuropsychiatric disorders.

18q23, Neural Connectivity and Development

We also investigated the association of rs12954372 with developmental trajectories of 

parietal-occipital EEG theta coherence in the COGA adolescent/young adult subsample to 

further our understanding of the developmental influences of salient genetic risk factors 

emerging from the coherence GWASs and their connection to alcohol use behavior. 

Interestingly, significant effects were only observed in females and were driven by 

associations observed after age 18 (Supplemental Figure 2).

The brain undergoes its greatest growth and development in the first years of life, with 

a second phase beginning in adolescence characterized by increased sexual differentiation 

as well as growth of white matter tracts and synaptic pruning in gray matter, leading to 

anatomical and functional maturation85. This second phase of development is most profound 

in regions of the brain involved in higher order cognitive functions (e.g., top-down control 

functions, such as inhibition and other aspects of executive function), as well as affective 

functions (e.g., emotional and reward processing; 86,87).

Although both clinical and experimental studies have demonstrated the greater vulnerability 

of female adolescents to the neurotoxic/neuroinflammatory effects of alcohol88; 

neuroimaging studies have shown that female adolescent binge drinkers and those with 

adolescent onset AD exhibit greater reduction than males in the prefrontal cortex and larger 

white fiber disruptions, particularly in corpus callosum89. Results from this study show 

that coherence differences associated with rs12954372 predate significant alcohol use, and 
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sensitivity analysis was unable to find a significant effect of early drinking on coherence 

measures. This suggests that the differences in parietal-occipital theta EEG coherence 

observed in this study are more likely markers for risk, rather than a consequence of alcohol 

use.

Limitations and Future Directions

The most notable limitation is the relatively modest sample size in the primary GWAS. 

Nevertheless, this is the only GWAS of EEG coherence conducted to date. In addition, 

several highly correlated SNPs with genome-wide significance were associated with low 

theta EEG coherence and more modestly with alcohol related behaviors and posterior corpus 

callosum volume in our primary sample. Importantly, they were also associated with alcohol 

consumption and posterior corpus callosum volume in an independent sample. This region 

of 18q23 has been previously associated with other neuropsychiatric traits of potential 

relevance to neural connectivity and alcohol use behavior in both human and animal data. 

Given the modest sample size for GWAS and lack of direct replication sample available for 

theta EEG coherences, and nominal associations observed in eQTL analyses, all findings 

must be replicated in larger samples. Recent GWAS of alcohol use behaviors31,90 have not, 

however, found variants in this region of chromosome 18 to be genome-wide significant. 

In addition, it will be important for future work to combine the advantages of the superior 

spatial resolution of MRI and the superior temporal resolution of EEG to better understand 

functional connectivity. Finally, future studies should examine how findings from this work 

could potentially translate into useful targets for neurofeedback among individuals with 

AUD, and those at risk, given the success of neurofeedback as a therapeutic tool, alongside 

other behavioral and pharmacological therapies91.

Conclusions

This study found a novel association between SNPs in a brain-expressed lincRNA 

(AC107892) on 18q23 and theta EEG coherence in a sample of related individuals of EA 

and AA. Further, theta EEG coherence genome-wide associated variants were associated 

with alcohol use behavior both in the discovery sample and an independent replication 

sample. Converging data provide support for the role of genetic variants within 18q23 in 

regulating neural connectivity and alcohol use behavior, potentially via dysregulation and/or 

demyelination. This study also demonstrates the utility of the endophenotype approach; 

genetic findings of EEG coherence have provided an underlying biological hypothesis (i.e., 

neural connectivity) that can enhance our understanding of functional cerebral circuits and 

one potential mechanism underlying a predisposition to AUD and related behaviors. Our 

findings also indicate important sex and developmental differences, underscoring the need 

for us to examine these effects throughout the lifespan.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Manhattan plot displaying genome-wide meta-analysis association results for 
interhemispheric low theta coherence (P3-O1—P4-O2)
Genome-wide association results for low theta EEG coherence in the genome-wide meta

analysis of individuals of European and African ancestry. Y axis denotes the −log10 

(P-value) for association. X axis is the physical position of the SNPs across the genome. 

Note: Red line indicates the threshold of genome-wide significance (P<5 × 10–8).
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Figure 2. 
Increased posterior corpus callosum volume was observed among rs12954372 A-allele 

carriers (B: 0.34, p: 0.038, adjusted for gender, age, total brain volume, PC1-PC3, and 

genotype array) in COGA participants (Total MRI N=60, A-allele carriers N=7)
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Table 1.

Chromosome 18 variants demonstrating association with interhemispheric posterior low theta EEG coherence 

at P3-O1—P4-O2.

SNP Base-pair
Position

Effect
Allele

Minor Allele
Frequency

Effect Size
(Z-score)

Meta
p-value

rs12954372 75900263 A 0.212 5.746 9.15E-09

rs12965943 75900225 G 0.202 5.735 9.75E-09

rs12957925 75900192 A 0.203 5.582 2.38E-08

rs12455089 75899708 G 0.209 5.521 3.38E-08

rs12456531 75899668 C 0.209 5.502 3.76E-08

rs8088204 75901055 T 0.211 5.485 4.14E-08

rs12457297 75893680 A 0.210 5.451 5.01E-08

rs8085845 75896982 T 0.209 5.448 5.10E-08

rs12959612 75894165 T 0.208 5.438 5.38E-08

rs12455126 75893273 G 0.210 5.434 5.50E-08

rs12966809 75894211 C 0.210 5.415 6.13E-08

rs924888 75900840 A 0.208 5.412 6.25E-08

rs34622862 75896444 T 0.209 5.401 6.61E-08

rs8098981 75896607 T 0.209 5.401 6.61E-08

rs12966267 75900507 C 0.209 5.400 6.66E-08

rs924887 75900912 C 0.208 5.397 6.77E-08

rs4799267 75896178 G 0.209 5.384 7.29E-08

rs4799268 75896184 A 0.209 5.384 7.29E-08

rs4799266 75895923 A 0.209 5.370 7.88E-08

rs12965699 75895741 A 0.209 5.363 8.20E-08

rs924890 75900657 T 0.208 5.362 8.23E-08

rs67507908 75891447 G 0.212 5.339 9.34E-08

rs111340774 75894847 T 0.208 5.332 9.71E-08
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Table 2.

Associations of Chromosome 18 SNPs with maximum drinks consumed in a 24-hour period (maxdrinks) and 

DSM-5 AUD symptom count in COGA families

Maxdrinks
(EA, N: 7,289)

Maxdrinks
(AA, N: 3,076)

AUD Severity
(EA, N: 7,169)

AUD Severity
(AA, N: 3,026)

SNP A1 beta p-value beta p-value beta p-value beta p-value

rs12954372 A 0.03 0.047 0.08 0.006 0.03 0.036 0.07 0.013

rs12965943 G 0.03 0.039 0.10 0.002* 0.03 0.037 0.08 0.003*

rs12957925 A 0.03 0.038 0.10 0.002* 0.03 0.036 0.08 0.005

rs12455089 G 0.03 0.034 0.09 0.005 0.03 0.031 0.08 0.005

rs12456531 C 0.03 0.034 0.09 0.005 0.03 0.031 0.07 0.006

rs8088204 T 0.03 0.023 0.10 0.001* 0.03 0.029 0.09 0.001*

*
Withstands multiple test correction: 0.05/# of independent tests x four phenotypes= 0.01 for EAs and 0.005 for AAs. Note: Given the high LD 

observed among these six SNPs, p-values were adjusted for the number of tests (1.2 for EAs and 2.1 for AAs) as estimated using the pnorm 

procedure53.
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Table 3.

Associations of chromosome 18 SNPs with alcohol consumption measures in the UK 796 Biobank and 

alcohol dependence in the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium

UK Biobank
Alcohol Drinker

Status: Never (EA, N:
337,000)

UK Biobank
Alcohol Use
Frequency

(EA, N: 337,000)

PGC DSM-IV
Alcohol

Dependence
(EA, N: 46,568)

PGC DSM-IV
Alcohol Dependence

(AA, N: 6,280)

SNP A1 beta p-value beta p-value OR p-value OR p-value

rs12954372 A 0.0017 3.7e-4* 0.015 2.7e-4* 0.960 1.1E-01 0.937 4.3E-01

rs12965943 G 0.0017 2.9e-4* 0.015 2.1e-4* 0.960 1.1E-01 0.890 6.3E-02

rs12957925 A 0.0017 4.8e-4* 0.015 2.4e-4* 0.960 1.1E-01 0.908 1.2E-01

rs12455089 G 0.0017 5.0e-4* 0.015 1.9e-4* 0.959 1.0E-01 0.942 3.2E-01

rs12456531 C 0.0017 3.7e-4* 0.015 1.4e-4* 0.960 1.1E-01 0.940 3.1E-01

rs8088204 T NA NA NA NA 0.961 1.2E-01 0.920 1.6E-01

Given the high LD observed among these six SNPs, p-values were adjusted for the number of tests (1.2 for EAs and 2.1 for AAs) as estimated 

using the pnorm procedure53. Associations of rs12965943 and rs8088204 survived multiple test-correction (0.05/# of independent tests x four 

phenotypes= 0.021 for EAs and 0.012 for AAs) for both phenotypes, and only among AA participants. Association of rs12957925 with maxdrinks 
among AA participants also survived a multiple test correction. All six SNPs were significantly (i.e., p<0.0001) associated with alcohol drinker 
status and alcohol intake frequency in the UK Biobank (Table 3). All associations withstood a multiple test correction; the minor allele was 
associated with increased AUD risk. None of the SNPs were significantly associated with DSM-IV AD in the PGC (Table 3).
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